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Let ƒ be an injective right R-module and E its ring of endomorphisms. 
The functor 

HomR(-, / ) : ModR -* (E Mod)op 

has a right adjoint Hom£(-, /), giving rise to a triple (standard construc
tion) (S, rj, /i), where 

S = Hom£(HonM-, I), I). 

Let Q -• S be the equalizer of the pair of maps rçS, Srj:S -• S2, then Q is 
the bext co-approximation of S by an idempotent triple [2]. 

Q(M) is called the localization or module of quotients of M at ƒ, and 
Q(R) is a ring, the ring of quotients. Q(M) may also be described as the 
divisible hull of M made torsionfree, in the torsion theory obtained from 
ƒ (see e.g. [4]). In this torsion theory one calls M torsion if HomR(M, /) = 0, 
torsionfree if M is isomorphic to a submodule of a power of ƒ, divisible if 
I(M)/M is torsionfree, where I(M) is the injective hull of M. 

The endofunctor Q of Mod R is always left exact. It is isomorphic to 
the identity functor if and only if it may be obtained from 

I = HonMF, e/Z), 

where F is a free left K-module. Q is isomorphic to ( — ) ®R Q(R) if and 
only if it may be obtained from I = HomK(F, Q/Z), where R -• F is an 
epimorphism of rings and F is a flat left R-module [4], [7], [10], Q is exact 
if and only if I(M)/M is divisible for all torsionfree divisible modules 
M (compare with [3]), and then Q(M) s M ®K Q(R) for every finitely 
presented module M. We also note that every divisible module is injective 
if and only if I has zero singular submodule. 

The 7-adic topology on M is defined by taking as fundamental open 
neighborhoods of zero all kernels of homomorphisms M -• F1, where n is 
finite. This topology and its relation to the usual P-adic topology has 
been discussed in [5]. 

The torsion submodule of M is open in the J-adic topology if and only 
if HomK(M, ƒ) is a finitely generated F-module, or, equivalently, 
HornR(M,In) is a principal End/?(/

w)-module for some finite n. These 
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conditions imply that Q(M) = S(M). Since S(R) is the bicommutator of I, 
one obtains known results by Morita and the author as special cases. 

While Q(M) is a closed submodule of S(M) in the /-adic topology, one 
obtains a density theorem when S(M) is endowed with the finite topology: 
the topology induced by the product topology of /Hom*<M'7) when I is 
discrete. 

THEOREM. When Q is exact, S(M) with the finite topology is the com
pletion ofQ(M) with the I-adic topology. 

For M = R, this specializes to a known result [5] about the bicom
mutator of ƒ. 

The proof of this theorem makes use of certain algebras and homo-
morphisms of the triple (S, rj, p) in the sense of [1]. When Q is exact, the 
algebras of this triple may be characterized as torsionfree divisible modules 
equipped with a limit operation k which assigns a limit to each /-adic 
Cauchy net. One requires that X is /^-linear, that it sends every convergent 
net to its usual limit, and that the limit of a product net may be computed 
as an interated limit. 
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